
Empowering Restaurants in 

this Pandemic.

Introduction

My Role

What is Virgo:

VIRGO is a user-friendly IT based technical solution for restaurants, 

bars, pubs and other public places to be used as a digital menu 

and interactive tool to order food and drinks from the restaurant 

and bar. There would be one qr code for each dining table and a 

simple mobile phone is required to operate. The QR Codes will be 

built and designed especially for restaurants to fit with their 

particular needs. 

My role as a product designer was both visual design and app flow. I 

along with my team also did User Research, User Interviews, and 

Journey Mapping. Rest Sketching, Wireframing Screen, Flows, Visual 

Design, Interaction Design was done my me.
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Color palette

I have tried to keep the color as minimalist as possible 

#E53B5C #337CFF #FFD000 #088D27

Find Food & Restaurant 

I tried to keep the Sign up experience super easy and 

smooth for new users and also we have have a 

option to directly scan and order their food.

Look for restaurants near you and order 

your food from home.

Results

Burger King

Canʼt stop your starvation?

Pool your Money Hassle-free

Find in seconds

Manage at Ease!

Contactless catalogue discovery & ordering on 

the Virgo App. Manage Social Distancing in Stores, 

Hassle Free Ordering without any queue.

Create or join a table with your friends to order in 

one go and Pool your money hassle free.

This is the screen which helps the user to find 

every item of restaurant in seconds with 

advance filter option.

You can manage the whole customer’s dining 

experience through our app. Make them 100x 

Happier Today.

Order your favourite food
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Main menu

Split & Pay for Food

Payment Screen
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Table Menu

Payment

Search with Smart Menu
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Search menu

Al Zakr Tandoori

Sarojani Nagar, New Delhi

Non- Veg Mugali

Rs 220
Per Person

Welcome to Virgo

Onboarding 

THANK YOU

Design Process

Persona


